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Performing Arts club Convenor Dr Uthara Soman along with member teachers Lakshmy 

A J and Sarita met on 06.08.2018 and formulated the action plans for the club which 

mainly included audition tests for music and dance teams and preparing the student for 

performance. Announcements were given for membership in Performing Arts Club and 

the students were enrolled in the club under different categories such as music, dance, 

instrumental music, recitation etc. Details of members regarding name, class and year, 

mobile number and area if interest were recorded.  

Music Audition was conducted on 15.11.2018. Among the students who reported for 

audition test, Bhadra Sharma, Nandana Miya, Gowri A.S, Nandana Sreekumar, Arya A, 

Apoorva and Nimisha were selected.They were groomed and channelled towards 

performing in Arts festivals inside and outside college. 

 

  

 

 

 



Performing Arts club also facilitated the participation of members in a T.V Dance reality 

show by ZEE Kerala Channel.The program was held at Chitranjali studio, Trivandrum on 

19.12 2018 in which 30 students of our College participated being accompanied by Dr 

Kavitha of Sociology Dept. 

 

Later Dance audition was conducted on 04.02.2019 1:30 pm at Room no: 89.  Adithyan, 

Amala Aneesha, Archana, Arya, Ashanth Shaji, Athira, Atul, Harikrishnan, Amal, 

Midhun, Muhammed Shahin, Nandana, Neethu, Rahul, Rakesh, Riya and Aswin were 

selected in the Audition. A dance performance in the college was planned for Valentine’s 

day  and after tedious practice, the members performed a Group Dance as Flash mob on 

14.02.2019, 1:30 pm. 

  

 

 

 



A music orientation Class/ workshop  was arranged at the Computer lab for Performing 

Arts Club members on 06.03.2019 with Mr Baiju Balakrishnan as the invited guest. He is 

a musician by profession for the last 35 years who has worked with leading playback 

singers and has also worked as groomer for popular TV reality shows. He is presently 

working as music instructor ( Keyboard, table, drums & vocal ) at Kalasree Academy of 

Fine Arts, Dubai. The interactive session also witnessed the performances of members. 

 

 

  

 

  


